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Abstract— e-Government implementation has not been fully e-government in our country, its scale is still in its most basic level is the level of information, while the second level was already in. (interaction) have not been able to function properly, so that the goals expected by the government has not yet reached maximum. Some of the factors that lead to less maximal application of e-Government can be enhanced by m-Government, one of the things that makes the implementation of m-Government can develop the infrastructure that is better able to reach by the public both in terms of cost and knowledge
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I. INTRODUCTION

Governments around the world is supposed to provide excellent service for its residents, one side of the service it is the increasing ease and speed in accessing information and data relating to the business processes that involve the government and people, so the government announced the implementation of e-government with the instructions President of the Republic of Indonesia Number 3 Year 2003 on National Policy and Strategy, so that each region to transform traditional government to electronic government (eGovernment).

The president said in the Instruction that the development of e-government is an attempt to develop a governance-based implementation (using) the electronics in order to improve the quality of public services effectively and efficiently. Through the development of e-government conducted structuring management systems and work processes within the government to optimize the utilization of information technology. Utilization of information technology includes 2 (two)-related activities, namely:

1) data processing, information management, management systems and work processes electronically.

2) utilization of advances in information technology so that public services can be accessed easily and cheaply by communities across the country.

To carry out this purpose the development of e-government aimed to achieve a 4 (four) objective, namely:

a. The establishment of information networks and public service transactions that have the quality and scope that can satisfy the public and accessible in all regions of Indonesia at any time is not limited by time and the bulkhead at a cost affordable by the community.

b. The establishment of an interactive relationship with the business community to enhance the development of national economy and strengthen their ability to face change and international trade competition.

c. Establishment of mechanisms and channels of communication with state institutions and the provision of facilities for the public dialogue in order to participate in the formulation of state policy.

d. The establishment of management systems and work processes are transparent and efficient and facilitate transactions and services among government agencies and local government autonomy.

But in e-Government implementation has not been made fully e-government in our country is still in the majority of the most basic level is the level of information, while the second level was already in. (interaction) have not been able to function properly, so that the goals expected by the government has not yet reached maximum. Global e-Government based on a survey conducted by the united states, for e-Government readiness, Indonesia ranked 96th in 2005 and decreased to 106 positions in 2008. based Furuholt and Wahid, there is a large gap e-Government implementation in Indonesia due to several factors, such as infrastructure, management and human resources.

II. OBSTACLES E-GOVERNMENT

1. Human Resources

lack of awareness and knowledge on the use of media information media such as the use of computers in WAN networks, the use of web-based applications, have a great
impact on the implementation of e-Government in Indonesia, e-Government demanded that the government and people familiar with the use of electronic tools that are the main tool in the implementation of e-Government, but especially the government is still reluctant to use such devices on account of the ignorance of many ways the use of high cost and they should spend.

2. Infrastructure
The main constraint in infrastructure is the internet access is not evenly distributed to each region, another constraint is the availability of servers and other devices that serve as a component of every activity in the e-Government, it did not rule out the persistence of corruption at government level which further reduces the availability of hardware.

3. Management
E-Government policy in each region is quite different, it is increasingly difficult for his entire system is integrated within the scope of e-Government, prbedaan this policy back on the availability of human resources and infrastructure.

III. OBSTACLES SOLUTIONS E-GOVERNMENT
1. Human Resources
Based on data from the Effective Measure, a firm that specializes in the measurement of web statistics, as many as 61.88 percent of Internet users access via mobile phones Indonesia. While 38.12 percent access the Internet instead of phone, still using the data from the Effective Measure, internet users in Indonesia in 2011 reached 39.1 million people (ranked 8th in the world). An examination of these data, the mobile internet users in Indonesia is about 24,195,080 people.

From the above data can be seen that the use of information media that is connected to the internet is dominated by mobile devices, this may be one factor to enhance e-Government can be run through mobile devices.

2. Infrastructure
Mobile Internet devices that can be grasped like a cell phone or tablet offers easy access to the Internet for many people of Indonesia without having to rely on the availability of high speed broadband service at home, of course, if the e-Government can be at the right into the mobile form so people can easily perform accessing information.

3. Management
With the discovery of solutions to human resources and infrastructure will impact on management improvement. With the above exposure it can be concluded to further enhance the implementation of e-Government can be enhanced with e-Government can diakase via mobile devices or called m-Government

IV. M - GOVERNMENT
M-Government involves strategy and implementation of government services via mobile technology platform is used by m-Gov users, both citizens and employees spemerintah, the benefit gained is to obtain services and information anywhere anytime (Kushchu&Kuscu, 2003).

The use of mobile technology and m-government applications to distinguish from any other developments in the public sector by using new technologies, including e-government. Based on various government studies mobile applications (Yu &Kushchu, 2004), and its use in real practice (Cilingir&Kushchu, 2004), a differentiating factor can be identified in terms of better precision and ease in setting targets so that users can be determined also the right content to the user, more comfortable and the availability of access, user sertabasis larger and wider.

4.1 Advantages of the use M-Government
A. More convenient accessibility and availability
   ● M-Government improve online government services to the community through increased convenience it offers. residents can use online government services are not just “anytime” but also “idmana only”.
   ● The mobile device is always alive. This is in contrast to computers that are not always in a state of life, most of the mobile device is always enabled. So that applications can be active when embedded in mobile devices.
   ● The mobile device is designed for portability. thus, the application can be designed to provide quick information to the user. An example is to send out alerts during emergencies.

B. More precision and personalization in targeting users in providing content
   ● A computer can be shared among different users, but mobile devices are designed for use by a single user. This means that personal information can be accessed by users through its mobile devices
   ● M-Government increase the acceptance, adoption, and use of online government services through more devices are easier to control public use.

C. Larger and broader user base (broad power range):
   ● M-Government reach more users via mobile devices, it certainly exceeds the number of cable internet users
   ● M-Government reaches a wide audience, including people who have no training or experience with computers and the Internet, but using mobile devices to communicate.

4.2 Model System M-Government
KlasRoggenkamp, raised the key question when we create a system based on m-Government, the question is based on two main considerations.

1) Mobility
There are three things that determine the degree of mobility of a system that is
   ● Technology (the technology to be used include equipment, users, service, and session)
2) Government

There are three things required of the government in the implementation of m-government:

- Process (a process that is required in this case related to the regulatory rules set)
- Organization
- User (the user’s readiness to m-Government)

The key question that can be used is:

- Terms of what will be implemented with mobility?
- Why use a mobile?
- The existence of service?
- What are the strategies and benefits

To be able to help us to see the diagram below.

![Diagram of key questions in designing m-Government](image)

**V. SIMULATION DESIGN OF M-GOVERNMENT IN THE APPOINTMENT PROCESS LANGSUNG IN THE PROCUREMENT OF SERVICE VEHICLES.**

Along with the socialization of Presidential Decree no. 54, 2010 On Procurement of Goods / Services which generally focuses on the procurement needs of an efficient, transparent, open and competitive goods / services to the government that is affordable and of good quality, so with the sole purpose of Presidential Decree no. 54, 2010 provides instructions for Procurement Policy Institute, hereinafter referred to LKPP to make arrangements for the procurement procedure is simple, clear and comprehensive goods / services, so it can have a positive impact of public service settings associated with the procurement of government goods / services.

But with strict rules for the government is not fully realized, corrupt practices are still often appears, this is because the negotiations between providers and those who do take place without the provision of direct control. There is a solution that can be developed to help the negotiations that happen to be in tekam KKN practices, namely by using intelligent agents are implemented in a software that can be integrated between media websites and mobile devices like mobile phones. So that the negotiation process does not involve the people directly, and negotiations can take place without time and space is limited. So that the determination of winners can be better.

1. Mobility

There are three things that determine the degree of mobility of a system that is:

- Technology
  The technology used is the website as a server-based applications that integrate with mobile phone
- Economy
  Its main purpose is to facilitate the process of negotiations so that there need not face to face between the provider and implementer of the tender.
- Sosiologic
  This web will be implemented in LPSE (electronic procurement agencies) as one form of e-government is e-Procurement

2. Government

There are three things required of the government in the implementation of m-government:

a. Process

Here are the stages of the process is in the direct appointment of a motor vehicle

![Diagram of direct appointment process](image)
b. Organization
   In this case there are several agencies such as:
   - Provider (the provider of motor vehicles)
   - LPSE (As the holder of a bridge between the web server and service providers)
   - Committee for the procurement of services

c. Users
   a. Administrator (PPKom)
      Administrators need a tool that is easy and efficient to do the approval of the commitment, both as individuals and objects. So in this study required an online-based media with good authority to give the privilege, as well as to make it easy for administrator approval committee, providers, and the package selected in accordance with the rules and regulations without the need to perform a complicated process. Other than the administrator (PPKom) also requires all facilities that support the manipulation and data storage administrators are well structured and easy data collection.

   b. Providers
      Providers of service vehicles are in essence acting as clients and participants, requires a performance system that is easy and has a high portability, and security authorities have a unique and privileged providers. Apart from that, the provider also requires good facilities, and transparent to participate in the desired package easier and more efficient in terms of time and transportation. Also needed a means to reduce the occurrence of irregularities in the process of negotiation that is face to face, and therefore needed a tool that makes it easy to negotiate and has a high portability as communication through mobile phones, PDA, or mobile internet. Providers also need a means of transfer of data to transmit data in discrete and safely reach its destination and has a good track record.

c. Committee
   Committee for the procurement of service vehicles, having analyzed its needs, it was found that the need for a system that has the authority to deliver safe and open procurement package desired service vehicles in accordance with applicable regulations. The committee requires the system to create a package that is online and instantly so that it can be approved by the admin and followed by an efficient provider in the speed of the process. In addition the committee requires an accurate measurement method for determining the winner of the procurement package of service vehicles in a more accurate and precise without any doubt will happen deviation of the parties who are not responsible, and also needed a means to convey the decision of the winner.

The key Questions:
1. Terms of what will be implemented with mobility?
   Being implemented is a process of negotiation, the following is an overview of negotiability activity depicted in the diagram

   a) Sequence Diagram to open negotiations with providers

   b) Sequence Diagram to negotiate with the committee

   c) Activity Diagram for negotiations with providers for mobile applications based on mobile agent concept.

   In the activity of diagram describes the activities to be performed by the provider of service vehicles to negotiate with the machinery of the committee negotiating the procurement of service vehicles.
Avoid corruption due to ongoing negotiations between the provider and the engine.

Negotiations are conducted in person between the organizers and providers (dealers) caused frequent occurrence of unfair competition between dealer service vehicles so often happens Corruption, Collusion and Nepotism (KKN), and monopoly in the procurement of service vehicles for the government. Therefore, the process of negotiations carried out in mobile applications and negotiations take place between the provider and the engine in this application is given artificial intelligence.

2. Why use a mobile?
Negotiations can take place any time and directly to the provider through a mobile application, which have the infrastructure facilities with a large internet bandwidth and without the intervention of people associated with these negotiations. Negotiations can take place any time and directly to the provider and the engine.

3. The existence of service?
Service conducted by LPSE, which have the infrastructure such as pc server, and Internet networks.

4. What are the strategies and benefits
With the negotiations being implemented by the mobile application benefits:
1. Negotiations can take place any time and directly to the people associated with these negotiations.
2. Not required infrastrukturwith a large internet bandwidth requirements.
3. Avoid corruption due to ongoing negotiations between the provider and the engine.

VI. M-GOVERNMENT SYSTEM DESIGN ON DIRECT

In the picture above shows the existence of an uninterrupted process of the procurement committee and providers, through the intermediary LPSE as a controller and unit service.

VII. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

7.1 Conclusion
The existence of m-Government is diutuhkan in the implementation of electronic-based governance system, M-Government has many benefits, especially in facilitating the communication of government to the community and vice versa. This powerful, eliminating the boundaries of space and time as it can be accessed anytime and anywhere, and this technology is very familiar with the residents. In addition, if already applied the quality and type of m-Government services could be improved This is of course, can enhance the competitiveness of the nation in sustainable development.

7.2 Suggestions and Future work
Further studies are needed on the implementation of m-Government especially in the preparation of human resources to develop applications relating to the application m-Government. Business modeling and systems can be developed by looking at some examples of Countries that have implemented m-Government.
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